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Since the last CT Symposium, two major changes in CTX have been the

introduction of pulse forming networks (PFNs) to drive the coaxial electrade

helicity source, and the very recent installation of a larger source with

electrode diameters about twice of the previous ones. The power supplies used

for CTXhave ranged from the simple connection of the capacitor bank across

the electrode collector plates (slow mode) to the more sophisticated PFNs~

described here, which optimize the energy tzansfer from the capacitor bank to

the magnetic fields of the spheromak. Using the PFNs, the formation and

sustainment phase to peuk toroidal plasma current lasts longer (m 0.7 ms) than

in the slow mode (= 0.05 ins), thus lowering the peak current that must flow

through the electrode surfaces. Also, by supplying the source electrodes with

both a square pulse current waveform and a quasi-steady source flux, +g, one

can generate helicity at a constant source Ag parameter, with the

instantanews value given by Ag - uoIg/4g(m-i). The use of u larger diametQr

helicity source will improve the energy efficiency of helicity injection and

allow higher source current for the same surface current density because of

the larger electrode wrface ar(ea.

Pulse Forming Networks

The motivation for developing PE’Ns as power supplies for spheromak

generation is to maximize helicity creation while minimizing the current

duration on the sonrce electrodes. ‘Chat is, electrode current should flow

only during tl ? time when hlslicity is leaving the source. This lowers

electrode surface ablation while still providiktg a robust source of h~licfty.

HowQver, metal impurities may still be produced, since electrodes ma expected

to

be

to

obey a 12t Umit for tnwfac~

limited.

!i’he PPNs that we have u~ed

as tha trwcated long-pulse

maltin~$ and the currant amplitude will still

are of two basic d~signs. Th@ first, rafxmxd

circuit (TLP) [Fig. 1] usas m large inductor

(U), charg~d fEOMtha main bsnk capucitiiwe (Cl), to drive the load com~rised
d tha hdicity source. Cl. is d.lowud to ring into M, and tha combination of!

M and Cl is then connactwi to the load via S2 at the timQ tha voltage on U

has paasad through ‘JWKO and )xaehas M -2.5 W. At thi~ tima, tnomt of tha
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initial energy of baak Cl is stored in the inductor L1 amd is avaikble for “

tramsfer to the load at relatively 10V voltages (l-3 kV). These low vol~ues

are desirable because they produce lower initial plasma density in the

spheromak. After S2 is closed, the current decays with a time constant

determined primarily by the L/R time constant of L1 in series with the load.

A flattopping circuit composed of C2 and L2 is switches in by S2 at a later

time to boost the current and extends the useful duration of the

quasi-constant-amplitude current pulse. A crowbar switch CB1 is used to short

the source terminals and thus terminates the fluw of helicity and plasma from

the source at desired times. With the circuit values shown in Fig. 1, current

pulses lasting up to 5 ms can be produced for use in sustainment studies. A

typical measured current waveform is shown in Fig. 2. The main advantages of

this circuit are the efficient use of energy for long pulse duration and the

ease with which

pulses (< 1 MS)

crowbarred.
The second

which is easily

the pulse width can be

considerable energy is

PFN type, presently in

adapted to systems with

varied. However, when used

still stored in L1 when the

use, is a Guillemin type-C

a large number of individual

fot short

source is

network, 1

capacitor

units, The simplified circuit is shown in Fig. 3. Since 10% variations in

the amplit~de (flatness) of the current pulse ate tolerable, only three

sections producing the first three odd Fourier components of the pulse are

used. Switches S1 through S5 are closed simultaneously. A typical current

waveform is shown in Fig, 4. This circuit produces the highest efficiencies

(up to 14%) in energy transfer from the storage banks to the energy finally

trapped in th~ spheromak magnetic fields by matching the PFN characteristic

iwp~dance to that of the lwlicity source. The pulsawidth, risetime, and

circl~it itapedanca are ail determined by the componmt values, necessitating

haxdwaxe changes to vary any of th~se parameters. The main advantages of this

circuit are the energy transfer efficiency, and the easa of operation b~caus~

of’ its basic simplinityt siuce all switches are cl.oaed simultaneously.
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which then outgas or ablate, thus introducing impurities. The iacreased
surface area should mitigate this problem by reducing the surface cdk@nt

density, jg, for a given total source current, Ig. Or conversely? it nay be

possible to incr+ase Ig for the saae jg.

The larger source should be sore energy efficiefit. In order for the c

jrXBe force pushing the plasma out of the source to exceed the restraining .,

force of the initial magnetizing field~ Bg = $g/area, the source current, ~~

must be g~eater than +g/(MoRg) for helicity to flow into the spheroatak. Rg is

the effective scale radius of the source. With increased Rg, helicity can

flow front the source at a lower Ig and hence at a lower energy per unit

helicity given by Ag =VoIg/+g. It will be possible to raise +g while keeping

the Ig at values similar to former operation, thus leading to higher helicity

injection rates, 2Vg$g.

If it becomes possible to raise the maximum Ig over that of the smaller

diameter source, the helicity injection rate will increase because of

increased source voltage, Vg. At a constant magnetizing flux, #g, and gas

flow, the time-average voltage, Vg, on the coaxial source is observed to

increase approximately as the third power of Ig.2 We observe experimentally
1/3

‘hat ‘he ‘atio ‘f %3%
remains constant for the same value of $g even for

very different values of p ig/+ , The ratio of Ig/V1’3 increases linearly

with a slope of 6x105AV-(1’~)Wb-f for the range of +g from 2 mWb to 60 m~b.

We do not yet understand what determines the slope of Ig/V1’3 vs. +g.

The lower Ag values will also be closer to the spheromsk mtinimutm-energy

value of A - Vojll/B~ and this will possibly reduce the amount of energy

available to drive? for example, the n M 1 oscillations. Also, because of the

lower Ag, we expect bettnr anergy tran~qfer effici~ncies. front the new larger

source to the spheromak.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the truncated long-pulse PFN.
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Fig, 2. Measured voltage and current waveforms of the helicity source for the
circuit in Fig. 1. The crowbar switch, CBI, has not been used ir~ this
silo t *
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Fig. 3. Gi,wJit Diagram of the three-section PI’N used in CTX.
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Fig. 4. Measured voltage and current vaveforms of the helicity source for t$e
circuit in Fig. 3.
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)?ig, 5. Wale diagram of the CTX experiment with the nev, larger diamete
helicity source.


